
MINUTES

BONNER COUNTY COMMUNICATIONS ADVISORY BOARD (BCCAB)
Thursday, 1:30 PM, August 9th, 2012

Bonner County Sheriff’s Office Training Room

I. Adoption of Minutes & Agenda.
Chief Hutter moved to accept the April 12th Regular meeting minutes. The motion
was seconded and all were in favor. Thor Wiegman moved to accept the April 12th

Special Meeting Minutes. The motion was seconded and all were in favor.

II. Public Comment Period (sign-up sheet / 3 minutes per person).
There were no public comments.

III. Unfinished Business:

IV. New Business:

1. Communications Update – Thor Wiegman
i. Site Standards

1. Samuels & Little Blacktail 
a. The county requires TransCanada for access, which has 

been an issue in the past as for obtaining timely 
entrance.

b. Projected costs for alternate sites are approximately 
$1200 per month.

c. Thor Wiegman made a motion the BCCAB recommend 
to the BoCC that they seek alternate communication
sites.

2. Baldy
a. Eight primary issues1

i. Need to implement frequency planning and 
management.

ii. Site standards enforcement.
iii. Resolve grounding/electrical issues (safety).
iv. Resolve loose metal to metal connections.
v. Inadequate building structure; temperature 

control, questionable over-capacity structure).
vi. No facility for backup generator.

vii. Tower structure and integrity; verify ice/wind 
loading, manage antennae placement.

viii. Currently no contract or agreed upon site 
standards.



b. Thor Wiegman made a motion for the BCCAB to 
recommend to the BoCC they pursue resolution of the 
above issues with the city of Sandpoint. The motion was 
seconded and all were in favor.

3. Schweitzer Mountain Battery Backup Purchase
a. The State of Idaho is currently moving out of their 

current building.
b. A backup battery system is needed.
c. Thor made a motion the BCCAB recommend to the 

BoCC the use of grant funds, up to $17,000 per system, 
to purchase two backup battery systems for Schweitzer. 
The motion was seconded. All were in favor.

d. Commissioner Nielsen requested quotes supporting the 
recommendation.

ii. State EMS Narrowband Plan
1. An email with information regarding the state narrowband 

plan has been sent out. Contact Thor with any questions.

2. Law Enforcement VHF Mobile Radio Purchase – Chief Hutter
i. Chief Hutter moved the BCCAB recommend to the BoCC to 

authorize the purchase and installation of mobile VHF P25 compliant 
mobile radios, not to exceed $900 per radio, for Law Enforcement 
agencies in Bonner County, paid for by grant funds. The motion was 
seconded. All were in favor. 

3. BHS Grant Updates – Bob Howard
i. 2009 BHS has been closed out (although we haven’t received the 

announcement as of yet).
ii. 2010 should have approx. $76,000.

iii. 2011 funds should total approximately $80,000.
iv. 2012 grant funds are projected to be 50% less.

Bob Howard made a motion to adjourn. The motion was seconded and all were in favor.
14:29

1Baldy Mountain Comm Site document

Adjourn



Baldy Mountain Site

List of Site Issues

Enforce site standards by implementing sIte frequency planning and management
(Intermod study)
Enforce site standards by requiring frequency filtering equipment and protection be
installed by users. (intermod panels - cavity filters)
Resolve all grounding and electrical issues for all buildings and towers.
Resolve all loose metal to metal connections
Current building is not adequate for the current systems (no temperature control -
structurally questionable - buildings current occupancy is over capacity)
No facility for backup generator
Have tower’s structural integrity checked by certified tower installer - Verify ice and wind
loading - manage antennae placement
No Contract or agreed upon standards - contract must guarantee site standards (see
attached) strictly enforced for all users - must guarantee lease with a minimum length of
ten years with option to renew - must contain allowable/reasonable use and expansion

J&R Electronics
Sandpoint Baldy
Overview:
The Sandpoint Baldy radio site has better than a 20-year history of being plagued with
interference problems.  These are caused from the accumulative effect of poor workmanship and
lack of installed technical standards of many companies and organizations.  Generally this is
considered uncontrolled development.  Key issues for the site are unshielded cables, the use of
devices that are not type accepted by the FCC, dissimilar metal contacts, loose metal to metal
contact, high power transmitters, almost no use of interference suppression products, no
frequency planning/interference studies between user systems, and grounding issues that come
from multiple buildings with poor ground systems that are using a shared tower that itself isn’t
grounded to any type of standard.  Current above an acceptable level has been measured
flowing to earth grounds on every site visit in the last few years and this creates an unsafe
environment for workers and equipment.  No thought or design is present.



The City of Sandpoint agreed to technical standards for the site but as of this date they are not
enforced.  It is an uncontrolled site that users do whatever they want.

Reluctance in the deployment of technical standards comes from the need to invest time and
money by most if not all that occupy the site.  The commitment of time and money needed by
Sandpoint for enforcement and management is unclear.  The only users that are openly willing to
invest to improve the site conditions are J&R Electronics, Avista and USFS.  All others have an
attitude of prove that I’m the one interfering and I’ll do something.  This is unfortunate because it
is an accumulative problem and not a single user installation.

In specific to the small building that the County occupies, it is very poor as a communication
facility.  It lacks adequate space for the existing systems, has poor grounding, poor electrical, no
backup generator, and has worse than no climate control or ventilation.  It’s somewhat surprising
that any level of reliability of systems exist.   It is a liability.  The tower used appears to have
mechanical deficiencies.

Summer access to the site is below average.  No investment is made in road maintenance.
Winter access is difficult because of location. Security doesn’t exist for the site and it has no
approach restrictions such as a gate.

Recommendations:

Enforce technical standards.  In frequency planning adopt a last in first out policy. Redevelop the
site with one large facility and have all users reinstall into it meeting current standards.  Then
deconstruct as many facilities as possible.  A review of the loading and foundation design makes
sense for towers.

Short of this, have anyone sharing a structure co-locate within the same building but still adhere
to the installation, site standards and frequency planning.  Or vacate the site.

List of Issues

The Trillian radio enclosure has a small air conditioner mounted on the side. That unit exhausts
heat inside the building. This heat, combined with ambient temperature in the building, causes
equipment to malfunction during the warmest months.



Neither the tower nor the building are properly grounded. Not only is this a safety hazard to those
who must work on the site, it puts equipment at risk as well. This condition may also contribute to
interference.



Ground rods were provided by Bonner County during tower construction, with a ground rod driver
and #2 copper wire to connect everything. None if this was installed and remains inside the
building. No Ground halo in building.





Vertical supports for the ice bridge are not anchored to the tower foundation. This steel swings
freely allowing undue mechanical stress on the ice bridge and possibly on the tower as well. This
may also put electronic equipment at risk and may contribute to electrical/RF interference. This
steel should be grounded. Note: The county had J&R Electronics fix this.
Lighting in the building is poor.

The building is poorly insulated and has no temperature or humidity control.

The walkway to the building and the parking area provide a variety of hazards. Remember that
people working at this site often carry bulky and heavy tools and equipment. The walkway should
provide a more smooth stable surface for walking without trip hazards. This should include
access to the tower pad.

Access to the building is granted by....Sandpoint Police? Bonner County does not know who has
access. There is no site log, no record of who comes or goes or what is done to the building or
tower. When changes are going to be made, none of the building or tower users are
consulted or advised. If interference or other problems result, one is left to guess what else
happened at the site.

J&R Electronics
Interference Check Summary

Jim Lemm, Sr. - Notes

I made a circle around the mountain looking for RF issues. These readings were made with direction
finding equipment and a spectrum monitor.  Everything encountered was broad spectrum noise.

On UHF in the frequency range of the effected equipment 450-470 MHz. Primarily, I witnessed refresh
pulses from a trunking system coming from the direction of Active’s building and a similar signal from
the gray building in the same compound. There was a noticeable amount from the Internet equipment on
the affected equipments’ tower and it could be contributive to the overall problem.

In the VHF band 145-170, I noted some spurious noise off Passwords paging system. There was also
noise being generated from the new TV translator antenna system on top of Active’s site. The internet
equipment on the City/County tower radiated some noise in the VHF spectrum.

Signal levels were as follows from the indicated systems.
Active Electronics Site – Broad, during trunking refresh signals at -60 to -65 db.
Internet on City Tower– Broad, continuous -60 to -65 db.
Password – Broad, during paging -40 to -45 db.
Translator on top of Active’s Tower – Broad, continuous -60 to -65 db.



Jim Lemm, Jr. – Summary

My recommendations on corrective measures are unchanged from the last analysis.  Deploy good
installation standards, best interference mitigation practices, and reevaluate the situation for further
actions.  I’ve attached the letter generated as a result of our September 10th 2008 site visit.  The signal
levels were lower than previously measured but still very destructive to your radio systems.  These
measurements were made from the ground and most likely are much higher at your antennas.

We do have a large set of site photos if desired.  For this discussion, I didn’t think they would be useful.
Further analysis and prevention could be accomplished if a comprehensive database of installed systems
were available to us.

Email from J&R
Mark,

This is a follow up to our conversations about the site investigation and our recommendations for resolution.  As I stated
in earlier correspondence, you should address the biggest problems first.  It is possible that as we resolve one instance of
interference to have another may become evident.  Hopefully this won’t be the case.

Answering one question that has arisen… Does this site inference exceed FCC legal limits?  The answer is most
definitely yes based on measurements.  Beyond that it has a legal priority as it is affecting public safety.

The next phase in approaching this problem would be directing the occupants of all facilities to label their equipment
with the operating frequencies, label transmission lines, and label cabling such as Cat5 that exits the buildings.
Additionally, a photo of antenna installations would be helpful identifying placement and type of antenna so we can
compare interference areas with internal equipment.  I would in this process gather a master set of keys so access could
be gained to all facilities.  After this process is complete, we could have Jim Sr. and a City representative enter the
facilities and further identify the problem at hand.  Some brief disruptions of service may be necessary for isolation
purposes.  The Police Department should maintain the key set as to ensure security for the building owners.

Before leases are renewed, I recommend developing site standards and including them as a lease requirement.  Site
standards are the technically agreed upon guidelines for operation and installation.  This would greatly reduce the future
possibilities of similar problems as long as they are enforced.  Further, this protects the investment of everyone using the
site by ensuring its designed functionality.

I’ve additionally copied Brent from Avista and David from the Forest Service as they have expressed interest and have
experienced the problem first hand.

Best regards,

Jim



Bonner County Site Standards
Submitted to Sandpoint City with verbal agreement to implement
See attached PDF


